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Abstract— This paper demonstrates how the mediation of
situated simulations (sitsims) might disseminate an
enhanced sense of reality for the user – regardless of the
actual amount of authenticity in the reconstruction.
Therefore, it will be argued, for sitsims to serve their
potential as tools for learning, documentation, source
criticism and visualisation of uncertainty is key. In order to
increase the reliability of sitsims, this paper suggest an
extended use of the accompanying website; a continuation of
encouraging user-generated links; and more visualisations
of alternative interpretations. Additionally, it provides
suggestion for further research on ways to improve
reliability by 1) allowing users to alter structures without
being constrained by fixed values, and 2) employing colourcoding based on level of documentation.
Index Terms—Situated simulation, reliability, media
aesthetics, visualizing uncertainty, interpretation, digital
reconstruction

I.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Along with advances in technology, research within the
field of augmented reality (AR) is rapidly expanding and
new areas of use are explored. One example is the
ongoing development of situated simulations (sitsim)
1
initiated by the INVENTIO-project at the University of
Oslo. One of the most recent sitsims created is of the
Forum of Augustus from ancient Rome.
Historical reconstructions, whether dramatized on stage,
painted, written down or virtually visualised, are prone to
ambiguity and bias due to lack of documentation. It was
therefore interesting to note that university students who
tested the Forum of Augustus sitsim seemed to have very
different levels of critical reflection with regards to the
material presented. While some uttered a strong desire for
more information on sources and uncertainties, others
seemed to take it at face value without further questioning.
The intention behind sampling students was to explore
the potential of sitsim as a tool for learning about culture
and history. This paper will review the sitsim in this
context. Of the 14 students who answered this section of
the questionnaire following the test, nine said that they
learned more through interaction and simulation than from
using their regular syllabus. However, one participant
preferred the module reading list. He elaborated saying
“The syllabus includes published and good sources. This
[sitsim] is to a greater extent unclear [...]” and stressed the
need for source criticism. In the eyes of this author, it is
1 http://www.sitsim.no
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problematic that only a minority of the participants
questioned the reliability of the sitsim when it is indeed
2
based heavily on interpretation .
This paper will review aspects and features that might
undermine or increase the reliability of the sitsim. It will
discuss the nature of the mediation itself, and argue that
the use of borrowed conventions from established modes
of communication might contribute to an enhanced sense
of reality for the user. It will therefore continue to argue
that source awareness and criticism is particularly
important in sitsims. An account will be given of the
choices made when the research team encountered
missing or inconsistent documentation during the process
of reconstructing the Forum of Augustus. Finally, this
paper will offer some suggestions on how to improve the
reliability of this application and similar sitsims, which
might subsequently improve their application as tools for
learning.
A. Situated Simulations
A sitsim is a “multimodal dynamic representation that
augments the real place with relevant information needed
for different purposes” [1, 175]. It is mobile, but bound to
a specific place through GPS-positioning. Orientation
technology allows users to move simultaneously within
the real environment (RE) and the virtual environment
(VE) displayed on the screen. In contrast to traditional
Augmented Reality, situated simulations fall in under the
category of Indirect Augmented Reality where the “entire
scene inside the device [is] virtual” [28, 810]. The VE
consists of a 3D model, diegetic sounds, and information
accessed through hyperlinks. These are available as
floating “balloons” (labels) attached to objects in the

Figure 1. Sitsim of the Forum of Augustus in use.
Remaining columns are visible behind the iPad to the right.
2 Albeit one could argue that having previous knowledge of the forum,
students are likely to be conscious of alternative interpretations.
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reconstruction. The information is conveyed through
voiceover, photographs, text and video. Interactivity is
offered through the ability to manipulate the system
interface by creating visible hyperlinks for user
comments, and the option to choose when, what and how
much to read of the information available. In contrast to
most AR applications, sitsims offer a clean screen solution
when displaying their 3D graphics environments. The
mobile device (here iPad2) serves as a virtual camera and
the continually changing perspective on screen
3
corresponds to the users point of view in real life [21,
310–11].
B. The Forum of Augustus sitsim
The Forum of Augustus sitsim developed as part of the
INVENTIO-project was produced and tested/evaluated in
4
2012. It attempts to recreate the Forum of Augustus in
ancient Rome as an application for iOS. Today, little
remain of its grandeur and a significant part of the
archeological area is covered by paved roads. With the
state of the ruins making it difficult to imagine how it
once was, the Forum of Augustus (FA) is well suited for a
virtual reconstruction in a sitsim application.
The sitsim is packed with historical and archaeological
5
facts and was evaluated by 14 university students who
were already familiar with ancient Rome. When they
finished testing the application using iPads on-site, the
students were asked to answer a questionnaire and to
participate in group discussions. The sitsim subject to
evaluation was a beta version created on a tight time
schedule, and not a finished product.
II.

REALISM VS. REALITY IN VIRTUAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Within the field of virtual archaeology [3], [4], [5, 183],
debates regarding reliability are frequently reoccurring
among scholars and practitioners [6, 33], [7, 245], [3]. The
crux of the problem is the inevitable fact that archaeology
is very much interpretive. As reference [3] points out, the
data recovered from archeological excavations and other
sources are rarely adequate for a complete virtual
reconstruction of buildings and their contents. Providing
information on missing documentation, alternative
interpretations and meanings, is easy to do in scientific
papers, while historic illustrations can alter the perspective
or framing to disguise features one does not have
sufficient knowledge of. However, missing information in
a 3D model has to be covered by interpretations and
artistic liberties taken by the modeller [3]. Reference [3] is
supported by others when he claims that the nature of 3D
6
rendering – appearing realistic , but often manipulated by
creators – subsequently makes it difficult for users to
distinguish between the features who were identified by

archaeologists and historians, and those who are
interpretations made during production [3], [8, 187].
With the pressing issue of reliability in virtual
reconstructions, several scholars have stressed the need for
including descriptions of the data on which the models are
based, methods employed and interpretive leaps taken [5],
[7, 245]. Many have proposed suggestions on how to map
7
documentation (see, for example, [7]) . Based on the
London Charter, which seeks to establish a cross-national
research method for the production of 3D visualisations
[9], [10], [6], InMan (Interpretation Management) offers a
framework for mapping documentation with the principle
that “[...] all sources are identified uniquely and can be
traced easily when needed” [11, 5]. Neither InMan nor
any other standardised framework for source
documentation was employed for the FA sitsim. However,
a similar function was served through the use of an
accompanying website which contained elaborations of
information presented. This will be discussed further
below.
There appears to be general consensus within the field
that virtual archaeology should bring together “all
information [available] about a structure or place” [6, 36]
and – being prone to misinterpretation due to the nature of
3D models – expose the documentation in order to provide
a better understanding of the visualisation (e.g. [7, 246]).
III.

MEDIATION AND GENRES CONVENTIONS

Media Aesthetics is a fairly new methodology within
media research. It is based on a perception of aesthetics as
the sensory experience one has when faced with an
(familiar) object, rather than the more traditional view of
aesthetics as judgement of beauty within the (unfamiliar)
object itself [12, 29], [13, 6–7], [14, 43–44]. As Hausken
[15, 15] argues, the aesthetic qualities of an object or
medium contributes to shaping and influencing what is
being communicated. For example, despite containing the
same information, looking at a drawn illustration of the
Temple of Mars Ultor displayed in a museum, is likely to
be experienced quite differently to standing in front of the
remains while looking at the 3D model displayed on the
screen of an iPad (see Fig. 2).
It is here argued that media aesthetics is of particular
interest in regards to sitsims since this form of

3 If used correctly with a fully functional GPS-signal.
4 The historical complex was erected by the first emperor of Rome and
incorporated a temple in honour of the Roman god, Mars Ultor. At the

Figure 2. The Temple of Mars Ultor from the FA sitsim.

time of its inauguration in 2 BC, the Forum of Augustus was considered
a masterpiece, rich in detail, statuary and lucrative materials [2].

7 The European Network of Excellence in Open Cultural Heritage

5 The total number of participants was 15, but one student had no

strives to create a universal and disciplinary framework within the field,

previous knowledge of the Forum of Augustus.

and provides several tools for digital dissemination and visualisation of

6 At least having the potential to do so.

cultural heritage.
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representation employs several genre conventions from
8
other media . Following, this paper will illustrate how
borrowed conventions might evoke connotations
connected to familiar media genres – whether consciously
or unconsciously – and subsequently create a false sense
of reality for the user.
IV.

THE DANGER OF MISCONCEPTION

When asked specifically what they thought of the
9
representation being presented as “fact”, the students
participating in the evaluation of the FA sitsim answered
as following:
• One clearly stated that it is not a definitive.
• One that s/he did not have sufficient knowledge to
answer the question.
• Three that they did merely see it as a visualisation
of how it might have looked.
• Four pointed out the danger of misconception and
a need for expressing in the application that the
sitsim is a suggestive reconstruction based on a
selection of interpretations.
• One that s/he did not reflect on it during testing,
but that it perhaps should be clarified that it is not.
• Four thought it was fine.
Of the four who were happy with the representation
(even when being confronted with its ambiguity) one
wrote: “Good, it’s fun to see how it looked.” Another
stated: “That’s how it has to be. Seeing as it’s the only
option really.”
Broaching the issue of reliability, this paper will
demonstrate and argue that there are in fact several ways
to incorporate uncertainties in sitsims. Second, this author
believes that it is problematic that more than one third of
the students found the sitsim satisfactory – even when
being informed of the production background and possible
lack of qualifications among researchers. The matter of
fact is that this simulation is indeed somewhat one-sided
10
for being an educational tool .
As will be elaborated below, the mediated experience
perceived from a sitsim might generate an enhanced sense
of reality in the material presented – regardless of actual
authenticity. If this is the case, and particularly in a
didactic setting, exposing sources and uncertainty is
crucial to the reliability of the sitsim. One can argue that
in the context of being a tool for students partly educated
within the subject field, they should be able to remain
critical towards the material presented. However, the data

collected from the testing of the FA sitsim suggest that
11
this might not always be the case .
A. Reality vs. realism in the 3D model
Reference [3] claims that ”in essence, the process of 3D
modeling has made virtual reconstructions appear realistic
whether or not they accurately reflect how the architecture
really appeared in the past.” Despite the room for
improvement of the 3D model in the FA sitsim12, a
majority of the students found the 3D graphics to be
“good” or “very good.” During group discussions,
participants said that the use of 3D resulted in a
completely different experience compared to looking at a
2D representation – supporting claims from both virtual
archaeology and media aesthetics. As one student put it:
“What you see becomes very real because it looks real.”
As noted, [3] points out that reconstructing history
through a 3D model makes it difficult to hide or avoid
unknown aspects. This problem is perhaps even greater
when it comes to 3D models incorporated in a sitsim, as
users are able to move within the virtual environment and
thoroughly explore the model from all possible angles by
employing a variety of different functions (see [1]).
Attempts were made to incorporate decorative elements
13
from the forum through texture mapping, but fast
approaching deadlines left little time for thorough research
on the area and many artistic liberties were taken for the
placement of the few elements included (Fig. 3–4). Both
in the questionnaire and during group discussions, several
students uttered a desire for more details in the model. As
one argued: “It is the amazing details in/on
sculptures/columns etc. in the Antiquity that are
fascinating, and these need to be emphasized.” Its vast
amount of elaborate decorations was also among the
aspects that made the Forum of Augustus so spectacular
when it was still standing [2].

Figure 3. The interior of an exedra in the FA sitsim. The boarder above
the columns is textured with a piece found during excavations (Fig. 4).
Figure 4. Archaeological finds displayed at
the Museo dei Frori Imperiale, Rome.
11 Although it is important to keep in mind that the empirical evidence
used in this report is based on the responses of 14–15 students, and by

8 Genre is by reference [16, 79] defined as “an expectable form that

no means a representative sample of history students in general.

materials in a given medium might take.” By media is here meant any

12 The research team not being able to try the application on-site prior

form of communicating a message from one part to another, be it

to the evaluation resulted in minor errors regarding measurements and

museums, video games, books, chocolate paper or something else.

calibration. Additionally, the processor of the iPad 2 placed restrictions

9 Due to little mentioning of alternative interpretation and lack of

on polygon count, which arguably resulted in the 3D model being
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information of undocumented features.

somewhat rough around the edges.

10 Much due to time constraints during production.

13 Exhibited at the Museo dei Fori Imperiali, Fig. 4.
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It is clear from this project that given more time,
modellers could relatively easily have improved the
authenticity in details of the 3D model. If properly placed
and visualised, they would increase the reliability of the
model. The details would perhaps also contribute to a
better understanding of the forum, increasing the
educational value of the sitsim.
B. Features of sitsim and possible experience of reality
The FA sitsim was based on an existing framework
developed as part of the ongoing research in the
INVENTIO-project. Prior to the production of the FA
sitsim, the framework consisted of ten basic features and
functions (see [1]). In addition to these, new functions
were added in order to both tackle the lack of accessibility
on-site and to improve user interactivity. This paper
argues that some ways in which the material is mediated
might cause users to more easily view the reconstruction
as gospel.
1) On-site
When asked what genres sitsim might bear resemblance
to, several students claimed the nature of movement
within the graphics of the VE gave associations to video
games. They claimed that being able to use the application
off-site, if possible, would support this. Evoking the
feeling of playing a video game, one could argue that
navigating in a 3D environment might create a sense of
fiction rather than fact. However, instead of sitting in a
classroom, the sitsim has users situated on the actual
location (Fig. 5). Walking around the ruins, one might be
more inclined to be convinced by the reconstruction. As a
matter of fact, several students compared the sitsim to
guidebooks – providing a sense of being shown the before
and after – with the application functioning as a
transparent overlay over the present. The term interactive
guide was raised during discussions, and surely, when
being guided on location, one expects to be provided with
facts. Therefore, in-situ movement in itself as part of the
mediation could enhance the experience of sitsims as
reality.
2) Voiceover and zoom
In addition to the model itself, information within the
sitsim is conveyed through balloons marked with titles
corresponding to their contents. When accessed, the
majority instantly play a voiceover containing the
information. This too might support the feeling of being
guided in the sense one is when sightseeing on a specific
location with a human- or audio guide. A voiceover
providing factual information is also a common genre
convention of TV documentaries – for instance those of
Natural Geographic, which were specifically mentioned
during group discussions on associated media. Some also
argued that the ability to zoom within the sitsim mimicked
the camera behaviour in nature documentaries. Being
familiar with these forms of acquiring information and
their assumed reliability, the use of voiceover (and zoom)
in sitsims might substantiate the mediation’s true-to-life
feel.
3) Close-ups of artefacts
During discussions, the application was compared to
the interactive screens that can be found in some
museums. The link between museums and sitsims was
also made due to the aspect of walking around – though
some argued against this comparison. The FA sitsim
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displays close-ups of artefacts found during excavations of
14
the forum (Fig. 6) , which is undoubtedly reminiscent of
museological practices. With museums likely to be
considered as institutions displaying pieces of historical
truth, this feature of the application might also contribute
to overall experience of – though possibly not consciously
– the sitsim as communicating facts.
4) In-app photography (now and then images)
One of the new functions introduced in the FA sitsim
was the ability to take a photograph of the VE displayed
on top of the RE, using the built-in camera of the device
(Fig. 7). Not only are the images displayed together in one
frame as the past and present of the FA, but snapshots are
something one would normally take of motifs existing in
real life.
As demonstrated, employing all of these genre
conventions in features might contribute to convey an
enhanced sense of reality, not necessarily corresponding
with the archaeological data and sources on which the
sitsim is based.
5) User-generated comments
As noted, the sitsim application of the Forum of
Augustus offers several aspects of user interactivity. With
regard to the question of reliability, it is the ability to
create new hyperlinks (balloons) within the VE which is
of interest. User-generated balloons differ slightly in
appearance from those of the permanent kind, and are
available to all individuals using the same login details. Of
the 11 test participants who created balloons, eight did so
in connection to assignments given within the sitsim. One
assignment asked students to point out possible errors they
encountered or comment where they might have had
alternative interpretations. Three participants said that
they created balloon links on own initiative. Six of the 17
user comments created during testing of the sitsim
15
concerned errors in the visualisation and demands for
information on areas not covered. In the questionnaire

Figure 5. Students testing the Forum of Augustus sitsim on-site.

Figure 6. Close-up of volute from inside the temple.
Figure 7. In-app photography.
14 These were accessible through balloon links.
15 Albeit covered in writing by the research team in hyper links.
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following the test, one participant said it was “very good
that one has the opportunity to comment if there are any
errors in the reconstruction or information.” This implies
that interactivity can function as a tool for users to
contribute to the reliability of and healthy criticism
towards the sitsim.
However, users might not always be in a state of mind
where they remember to critically reflect on and question
the information presented – even though encouraging
them to comment on errors seems to be helpful. The
students who participated in the evaluation of the FA
sitsim knew that it was a beta version. They knew it was
created by people who did perhaps not possess adequate
knowledge of the Forum of Augustus and its history.
Nonetheless, a minority made corrections and, as
mentioned above, many of the students simply accepted
the reconstruction presented16.
V.

DOCUMENTATION OF SOURCES AND
VISUALISATION OF UNCERTAINTIES

With the mediated experience of a sisim possibly
generating an enhanced sense of reality in the material
presented – regardless of actual authenticity – the
importance of documentation is crucial for the reliability
of the application. As source [11, 5] points out, the
reliability of virtual reconstructions is dependent on
sources being easily available. Raising awareness of
certainties and uncertainties is vital in a didactic context in
order to avoid students being mistaught. During
evaluation, several participants said that the FA sitsim
would benefit from informing users of its interpretive
nature.
A. Accompanying website
No standard framework for documentation of sources
was applied to the FA sitism. However, the InMan- and
London Charter mindset was implemented through the use
17
of a custom-made website . Accessible through the
balloon links under a “Read more” caption, the website
offered elaborations of the information given in the 30
seconds long voiceovers. Not only did the posts include
the spoken words in written text, but additional text,
quotes, images and URL addresses were provided.
References for each topic were listed following the
information.
Time restraints on the production of this beta version
did not leave much room for extensive research to be
conducted for the website. The application could easily
have been made more reliable by investing more time on
completing it.
11 out of 15 students used the website when testing the
FA sitsim, but only one claimed to give it a thorough read.
Being on-site exploring the sitsim might explain why most
did not spend time on in-depth reading. What is
interesting to note with regards to reliability, is that 12 out
of 14 said they would like to access the website outside of
the application – mostly to read and use links and
references, but some would also like to add to the content
by leaving comments. Unfortunately, the URL of the
16

Still, the skepticism displayed by these test participants might
be greater than it would be for someone not familiar with the
researchers behind the sitsim.
17 Created using WordPress (http://wordpress.com/).
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website was not visible when accessed through the
application. The source documentation and reliability of
the sitsim would therefore benefit greatly from displaying
the address of the website in order for users to make use of
it off-site.
B. Visualising alternative interpretations
Roberts and Ryan [8] state that “users will be better
served by systems that enable them to explore and
understand different viewpoints.” In the process of
reconstructing the FA several uncertainties were
encountered from what was presumed to be trustworthy
sources. Some resulting from speculations due to lack of
scientific evidence, such as whether the porticoes were
covered with flat wooden roof structures or a barrel vault
[17, 136], others due to sources presenting conflicting
claims regarding, among other things, the sculptural
ornaments on the roof of the temple [18, 204], [17, 138],
[19] and the statue in the Hall of the Colossus [2, 86],
[20]. One book on the FA also included new information
about the remains of a third exedra, which was only first
discovered during recent excavations [2, 107–8]. The
principal task in the reconstruction was to choose what to
incorporate and how to present it.
Reference [7, 246] claims that incorporating uncertainty
and alternative interpretations would “enhance the
educational and dissemination objectives of public
presentations.” He continues stating that the capability of
virtual archaeology to present interpretations other than
the authoritative view has yet to be thoroughly explored.
1) Third exedra as alternate view through balloon
link
Recent excavations have identified a third exedra at the
south-east corner of the FA. As this is a fairly new
discovery, breaking with the majority of established
sources on the forum, a decision was made to not
18
incorporate the exedra permanently in the simulation.
Instead, users have the opportunity to access an alternate
view of the 3D model with the third exedra present. By
enabling the link entitled “Exedra 3 & 4” a part of the
portico’s outer wall automatically dissolves, allowing the
third exedra to come into view as it appears (Fig. 8).
Columns facing the forum space are temporarily rendered
with a low percentage opacity in order to better display the
change. Within this mode, users could then walk up and
have a closer look.
The reconstruction of the third exedra involved a vast
degree of interference by the modeller, as little is known
other than its radius [2, 107–8]. With questions regarding
interior and number of floors being left unanswered, the
exedra was reconstructed similar to the others, though
smaller, without a central niche and first floor. The
alternate mode was successful in conveying a new
interpretation of archeological findings, but the lack of
knowledge regarding its function and appearance was not
satisfactory communicated. Suggestions on how to tackle
this will be discussed later.
As for the other conflicting interpretations mentioned,
time constraints forced the research team to decide on
19
one , without offering alternate views of the others.
18 Nor its assumed mirrored counterpart on the opposite side.
19 The most frequently repeated.
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website, and that reliability could be increased by making
it available for use outside the application. Additionally, it
has been demonstrated how alternative interpretations can
be successfully incorporated as 3D models in alternate
views, and the paper has suggested that the reliability of
the sitsim might benefit from visualising more of the
different interpretations available.
A. Alteration by users to visualise uncertainty
In addition to the use of alternate views employed in the
FA sitsim, one might consider exploring user alteration as
a means to visualise uncertainty and emphasize the
interpretive nature of the reconstruction. Reference [8,
183–184] has introduced the Functional Change model,
which allows users to manipulate and alter certain parts of
a 3D model without being limited by predefined or fixed
values. In this way, users can freely alter and explore
structures that are undocumented, such as the length of the
forum or height of the exedras. The number of columns
and stairs are known in the Forum of Augustus, but these
might be objects suitable for user alteration in similar
sitsims.
The iPad2 processor places restrictions on detail
(polygon count) and therefore a limit to the number of 3D
representations of alternative interpretations one can
incorporate. However, improvements have already been
20
made with the quad-core graphics processor for iPad 3 ,
and Apple is likely to continue the development of
processors able to tackle more processor intensive tasks
and graphics.
Figure 8. Top: Regular view of portico.
Bottom: Alternate view revealing a 3rd exedra.

However, aspects of prominent uncertainty were always
mentioned in the voiceover connected to the
object/structure in question – if not in great detail. During
testing, one of the students aired appreciation of the
wording of the voiceover connected to the third exedra. It
clearly stated that little is known about it, and that one can
only assume a fourth exedra existed based on knowledge
of the Romans’ liking of symmetry, not from
archaeological findings. In order to enhance reliability,
this voiceover, as the others, provided users with the
option to read more on the website.
In group discussions following the testing of the FA
sitsim, one student said that additional interpretations
would help to imply that the representation within the
application is merely one out of several possible versions.
Therefore, visualising interpretations and uncertainty
could increase the reliability not only by incorporating
multiple sources, but perhaps also by evoking awareness
and critical reflection among users.
VI.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK TO INCREASE
RELIABILITY

So far, this paper has illustrated how the 3D model in
itself and the mediation of information within a sitsim
might generate an experience of the presented material as
reality. It has also demonstrated the following; how the
reliability of the model can be increased by including
archaeological findings in texture mappings; how sources
are and can be further documented using the website; and
how the voiceovers are used to note uncertainty. This
paper has found that there is room for improvement of the
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B. Visualising uncertainty using colours
With the current sitsim interface it is not ideal to link
information to every object/structure where one
interpretation was chosen over another – too many balloon
21
links are likely clutter the VE . Different ways of
visualising uncertainty have been employed within several
fields of scientific research, such as astrophysics [22], [23]
and meteorology. Opaqueness (transparency) is one
example of uncertainty visualisation previously used in
virtual archaeology [24].
Resource [26, 19] propose “visual markings of the
objects represented in a 3D scene that correspond to the
type and content of their documentation [...] [as] an
indication on what information the proposed shape is
based on.” Reference [25] has explored the use of a
temporary, gradually fading, red texture overlay to
emphasize landmarks (RE on-site remains) in the VE of
sitsims. A colour-coded documentation layer – as a
development of the red textured landmarks – could
decrease the danger of students being mistaught and
increases the reliability of the sitsim. Taking the red
textured landmarks a step further, one could create a
colour-coded layer based on the level of certainty attained
from available documentation. This could be visualised as
temporary changes to hues of textures in the 3D model.
Colour-coding would for example be useful for displaying
uncertainties with regards to the interior of the third
20 And the more recent dual-core Apple A6 processor for iPhone 5.
21 A solution might be to distribute balloon links over several linklayers one could switch on and off, but this discussion is not within the
topic of this paper.
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exedra (Fig. 9). For the FA and similar sitsims, there are
five different levels of certainty that should be visualized:
• Remaining - on location.
• Documented - no longer on location.
22
• Partially documented - details unknown .
• Not documented - interpretation by modeller.
• Interpretation - one of several interpretations.
Reference [25, 176] suggests further research on
making emphasized landmarks visible early or throughout
the simulation. A documentation layer should be
accessible from the menu along with the other functions,
making it easy to use from anywhere within the
simulation. Students testing the FA sitsim aired a desire
for an early notion of the interpretive nature of the
application, and it is here suggested that an explanation of
the documentation layer should be displayed covering the
entire screen upon launching the application.
I is important to keep in mind that hue, saturation and
contrast are difficult to make out on the screen of the iPad
when in sunlight. It would therefore be important to allow
users to move within the VE while the colour-coded
documentation layer is visible.
The above mentioned suggestions are offered as a
starting point for further research and experimentation,
and by no means presented as ultimate and final solutions.
It is also likely to be other, perhaps better solutions to
visualise uncertainty and increase the reliability of sitsms.
This paper merely aims to enlighten the issue with regards
to educational applications, and hopes to encourage
further exploration of methods to handle it.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated how mediation can affect
the experience of the information conveyed in sitsims. It
has argued that it subsequently is important to expose
sources, uncertainties and lack of documentation. In the
FA sitsim, sources are made available through a website

and uncertainty noted in voiceovers. For source
documentation to be improved, the URL of the website
should be made visible, giving users the opportunity to
access it outside the application. Alternative
interpretations are to some extent visualised as 3D models,
but the sitsim would benefit from this being carried out
more often. The ability to create user-generated comments
is positive in regard of reliability, and should be
encouraged. As suggestions for dealing with the need for
further visualisation of alternative interpretations and
uncertainties, user alterations inspired by the Functional
Change model, and colour-coding are introduced. These
suggestions on how to increase the reliability of the sitsim
should be further researched and prototyped.
As noted, this account is built on an approach to the
sitsim in an educational context. It is important to
remember the purpose of communication and intended
audience when evaluating the degree and necessity of
source criticism and alternative interpretations [3]. The
suggestions for improvement presented in this paper might
23
not be needed for a sitsim intended only for tourists .
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